Everyday about 7300 homeless people battle starvation, sometimes it leads to them having many health problems. This is bad because the homeless rate grows every year and not many solutions are being thought of to help solve this problem. In fifty years the homeless rate will increase approximately 20 times worse (which is about 146,000 destitute) if nothing is done. Hawaii, known as paradise will lose that name when the beaches become conquered by tents, tarps and rubbish. If the beaches become polluted, no tourists will want to come to Hawaii which means the state will not make any money. If the state cannot make money, the workers will not be able to earn their award that they worked hard to get and they will become poor and homeless too if they no longer can pay their bills. Not solving this problem just makes the problem worse. That will also create a fine line in the middle of rich and poor, there will be no in between.

To solve this problem we should create farming communities for the homeless and by forming farming cooperatives it would give those people a place to live, a job, and food. To raise money to buy the farm and the resources needed to keep the farm going you’d have to hold a whole bunch of big fundraisers such as: concerts, charity walks, donation collections, benefit concerts, etc. Use the internet to find volunteers to help with the fundraisers, and use social media to get the idea up in the air, the more people that join you in your “mission”, the more money you collect and the faster you can help the homeless. Wondering how to get all the homeless there? First we put up banners throughout all the Hawaiian islands for the destitute to come together at one certain place on a specific day to have a meeting that will explain the whole process. The “meeting place” will provide the destitute with a meal and before they leave, they will sign a paper if they plan on helping/going to the farm. There will be one meeting and one farm community per island.
By creating farms on each island for the destitute population to work on, Clarence T.C. Ching’s first mission statement, “to assist in the care of the needy, the destitute, the sick and the aged,” will be easier attained. Doing will help the homeless slowly work themselves back in to society the way that Mr. Ching did.

This process will take a while, but act now, feel good later, and be a hero the rest of your life. In the future, if you do this, the rate of homeless will decrease traumatically but not only will it help the society, it will also help the environment; homeless are known for littering, and if there are barely any homeless, the air will not become dirty and we will not have to worry about the children of this state becoming sick from the air they are breathing.

Almost everybody will be able to fulfill their dreams and you won’t be the only winner, in this situation, everybody is a winner.